
THE WHEEL LOADERS OF THE WA.3 ACTIVE SERIES.
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When does a series really
become a series?
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whicl-r is crrstom-tailored to eacl-r

of their tasks.

The WA-3 series is a perfect
example for such flexiltility as

tl're basic colrcept of this loader
a llows for va ria lrle recl u ire-

ments.

Graduated performers range
and virtual ,,jack of all trades".
Due to the variety of sophisti-
cated eqLripment, the machines
of the active series are real

all-rounders. Combined with the
irnpressive number of options
(see pages 1 Ol11), they turn irrto
perfect specialists for every job
on every srte.

Reliability and value for
money.
Maximum quality, long service
life, and extreme load capacity
under all operating conditions
are as matter-of-course to the
wl-reel loaders of the WA-3
series as are comfort, per-fect

handling and compatibility with
the environment. Thanks to the
low maintenance costs, the
wheel loaders aclrieve a high

overall efficiency.
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lnternational experience,
know-how transfer and
German thoroughness.
Especially the WA-3 active
series is an impressive example
for the sensible consolidation of
KOMATSU and HANOMAG.
Resources of two worlds were
combined efficiently to start one

of the best wheel loader series.

With the construction of wheel
loaders up to 24 hons overall
weight in the KOMATSU

HANOMAG factory in Hanovel
the loaders were particularly

tuned to the specific conditions
of the European market.

Lost in detail or sensible love
of detail?
As the saying goes - a chain is

no better than her weakest link.

Which is why we do not only
attach high value to strong,
robust axles, frames, lift arms
and engines, but closely
consider even the smallest
cotter pin,the smallest hose

clamp.

Our suppliers are" hand picked",

the assembler on the production

line is responsible for " his"

KOMATSU quality, and we
prefer to invest in long-term
machine testing irr advance than
incur troublesolne complaints
later on.
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Due to the congenial but simple and
well-designed ring groove lock, the
Komatsu hydraulic cylinders are easy
fo drcassemble and maintain without
special tools.

l-piston,2-snapring,
3 - screnrs

The state of the art modular structure allows for the
logical sequence of all production steps. Production
techniques are implemented in accordance with
K0 M ATSU g I o b a I sta n d a rds.

lf you build wheel loaders -

you've got to improve every
single day.
lf a 5-star cook allows his job to
become a matter of routine his

restaurant will soon be no more
than any other inn. Whoever
designs and builds construction
machines must check every day

in what way the machine can be

improved while closely obser-
ving the market and its related

requirements and demand.
This is the only way to offer our
customers a continuous high

The lift arm is designed for a protected
lube fining arrangement and a central
lubrication syste m which guarantee a

safe and durable lubrication.

quality standard and to furlher
establish and even expand our
position as one of the largest

construction nlachine manufac-
turers in tJ-re world.

Our 7 new models of the
"active" series are a landmark
on our way to acJ-rieve this goal.

From the WA1B0-3 "active" up

to the WA470-3 Magnum
"active", they stand for environ-
mental compatibility, driver's
comfort and the latest state of
the art equipment details.



What is the machine
without man?
Without man to operate it, even

the perfect machine is worth
nothing. Therefore, it should be

a workplace where the highest
possible comfort and perfect

ergonomic features are

combined to grant easy and

safe machine handling. The
burden is taken off the driver in
a way which allows him to
fully concentrate on his job.

Moreover; he will take more
pleasure in his work and
perform more efficiently if he

feels at home in his cab.

Which is why the cab is for
instance linked to the chassis

via hydrobearings, while the
transmission floats on rubber
buffers and all pipelines and

clamps are rubber supported.
The result: a pleasantly low
interior noise level.



High tech - a link between
man and machine and a real
cost saver.
The WA-3 wheel loaders come
equipped with a driver's cab

offering all technical state of the
art features and functions which
are possible and sensible today.
Take for instance the digital
main monitor supplying the
operator with all information
concerning speed and selected
gear. Or the EDIMOS ll monitor
system with memory function
immediately notifying the opera-
tor of any malfunction. This
helps to considerably reduce
service time and troubleshoo-
ting thus cutting down on costs.

EDIMOS II:
More safety due to the
control monitor with error
memory function.

What is more - the driver is
supported by features as the
ECMV gear modulation allowing
the transmission to automati-
cally select the efficient gear -

based not only on speed but
also depending on load and

application.

Safety - top on the list.
Rops/Fops cabs and comfor-
table access to the cab contri-
bute to the active and passive

safety as do the free all-round
view or automatic transmission
and kick-down system. The

more work the machine saves

the driver the more safely he

will master his job.

Simpleservice-aMUST
All maintenance areas of the
WA wheel loaders are easily

accessible. Whether you take

the integrated engine access

doors or the maintenance
points for filling up hydraulic
engine oil. As highly qualified as

the machine may be in technical
terms - service remains easy

and simple.

Main monitor delivering
i nfo rm ati o n co n ce rn i n g
travelling speed,
gearhold and gear
selection.



Engine:

Engine Power:
Operating weight:
Tipping load (O'):
Stand. bucket vol.:

5.9 I
Komatsu S6D 1O2E
82 kUU 1112 hp
8.9 tons
7,6OO kg
1.6 m3

Compact and powerful - the industrial master. lf you
expect the same quality and long life from the com-
pact class as you do from the "big ones" - there is only
one choice: the WA1B0-3. Vvith its rigid overall struc-
ture and above-average tipping load, it easily moves
even heavy loads. Due to its extremely compact
design, howevel nothing can stop it even in restricted
places.

Earthwork - simple as that. The dump angle is
designed in a way that the bucket will be emptied
completely even when moving cohesive material. The
dumping height of up to 2.9 m3 is one of the best in
this loader class and makes the machine the ideal tool
for the loading of compost, feeding hoppers or as
stand-by machine for larger loading machines.

Pedormance - even in the most restricted places. lf you
need maximum performance for jobs in extremely
restricted areas, as for instance in recyling applica-
tions, the WA320-3 is in its element. The 8.3 liter
engine with 168 hp makes it one of the most powerful
loaders in its class. The well-known small turning radi-
us of all WA wheel loaders plus the excellent and over-
all view give unmatched handling all around.

Load capacity means profit. Wherever material has to
be moved - whether in sand and gravel winning,
whether in road construction or in mining - the
WA3B0-3 is up to it. Due to its favourable ratio of
operating weight and load capacity, it is the most
efficient solution when the most versatile job require-
ments are asked for. WA3B0-3 - the flexible wheel
loader among the WAs.

Compact but sturdy. lndustrial jobs - whether in two-
shift or three-shift operation, are the world of the
WA420-3. Gravel, sand, rubble, earth digging or
mining - this wheel loader's philosophy is: perfor-
mance on seven days a week, 24 hours a day. To
achieve this ambitious goal it leans on construction
features of the heavy wheel loader class, as for
instance fully floating axles and generously enginee-
red transmissions.

Maximum power packed for a long life. The legen-
dary top of the medium-range wheel loader series by
Komatsu. The WA470-3 efficiently combines mobility
with a maximum of fast speed, power and perfor-
mance. lt sets to work in all places where maximum
turnover even under the most severe operating
conditions is required. In the quarry - in digging - in
recycling.

f perfection for all those who aim
ield of application of the Magnum is

Combined with the proven con-
of the VYA470-3, this machine

per{ectly combines high loading capacities with an
excellent dump height. ln rehandling work it requires
just four loading cycles to fill large-volume semitrai-
lers.

Engine: 5.9 I

Komatsu SGDlO2E
Engine Power= 1O4 kW1141 hp
Operating weight = 12-4 tons
Tipping load (O"): 9,8OO kg
Stand. bucket vol. 

= 
2-1 m3

Engine: 8.3 I

Komatsu S6D112E
Enginge Power: 124 kUU/î68 hp
Operating weight: 13.8 tons
Tipping load (O'): 1 1,7OO kg
Stand. bucket vol.:2.6 m3

Engine: 8.3 I

Komatsu SGD112E
Engine power= 141 kw/l92 hp
Operating weight: 17.8 tons
Tipping load (O"): 14,5OO kg
Stand. bucket vol.: 3.1 m3

Engine: 8.3 I
Komatsu SAAGDI 12Ê,

Engine power: 162 kUU l22O hp
Operating weight: 19.8 tons
Tipping load (O'l: 15,25O kg
Stand. bucket vol.: 3.6 m3

Engine = 1O.8 I

Cummins Mî1
Engine power= 2O2 kW1275 hp
Operating weight: 23-5 tons
Tipping load (O"l: 18,3OO kg
Stand. bucket vol.:4.2 m3

Engine: 10.8 I
Cummins Ml1

Engine power: 2OZ /r'W275 hp
Operating weight: 23,9 tons
Tipping load (O"): 17,7OO kg
Stand. bucket vol,: 4.6 m3



It is for good reason that KOMATSU is one of the WORLDWIDE leading specialists in wheel Ioader construction. Nobody in this world
has gained more experience when it comes to wheel loaders than KOMATSU. Whereas our WA series - from the WA180 up to the
WA470 MAGNUM - was developed and is produced in Hanover thus being tailored to European requirements, the heavy weight
specialists starting from the WA500 are produced in the KOMATSU parent company.

Engine: 1s.2 I

Komatsu S6D14OE
Engine power= 235 kWl32O hp
Operating weight: 29.O tons
Tipping load (O"): 21,8OO kg
Stand. bucket vol.: 5.O m3

23..2 4t
Komatsu SA6D17OE

Engine power: 328 kwl44rS HP
Operating weight: 44.1 tons
Tipping load (O"l: 32,25lQ kg
Stand. bucket vol.: 6.5 m3

Engine = 23.2 I

Komatsu SAGD1 TO
Engine power: 478 kW/65O hp
Operating weight: 7O.8 tons
Tipping load (O'): 46,O5O kg
Stand. bucket vol.: 8.7 m3

Engine: 30.5 I
Komatsu SA12V14O

Engine power: 603 kW/82O hp
Operating weight: 98.3 tons
Tipping load (O"): 57,4OO kg
Stand. bucket vol.: 1 I .O m3

30.5 I

Komatsu SA12V14O
Engine power: 636 kW/865 hp
Operating weight: 1O1,6 tons
Tipping load (O"l: 66,14O kg
Stand. bucket vol.: 13.O m3

The "baby among the really big ones" - an entry to the
heavy class. lf you are looking for a quarry worker - the
W4500-3 is top on the list. When you make this invest-
ment decision, quality and a long sevice life should
have first priority. The WA500-3 offers a state of the aft
and long-life engine concept - a low-emission type with
the highest cubic capacity in this class. Combined with
buckets from 5.0 m3 up to 5.5 m3 for gravel work or as a
loading machine for quarry trucks.

The 6 m3 class in the quarry - the proven quarry
concept. The WA600 is the most popular class in
the Komatsu large loader series. Whether efficiently
loading dump trucks or feeding flexible hoppers - the
WA600 is held in high esteem as a multi-talented
partner in the hard rock industry. Matched to 40 ton
semitrailers, the WA600 does not only stand for power
but also fast loading.

Powerful and swift - the concept for 60 ton trucks.
Ouite opposite to the general opinion that quarry
wheel loaders are slow or sluggish, the WA700 with its
four-gear transmission and its extraordinary operating
weight offers a long service life still looking for a com-
petitor. Compatible with dump trucks offering load
capacities between 46 and 78 tons, it needs no more
than 4Io 6 loading cycles to fill such trucks.

The successor of a bestseller in the heavy weight
class. When talking about the loading of large-volume
75 to 100 ton dump trucks, the WAB00-3 is in its
element, With their high market share, already its
predecessors were the perfect proof that a high mate-
rial handling capacity combined with an equally high
quality standard are a compelling argument. Add the
powerful KOMATSU V12 with its 820 hp - and the
WAB00-3 is hard to beat.

Top of the Komatsu large wheel loader range. lt requi-
res one loading cycle less when loading the 100t
dump truck class thus typifying a concept of maxi-
mum productivity. Per{ectly tuned to the KOMATSU
HD9B5 dump truck, it comes up to the main require-
ment of many customers: more production power and
output without modyfying the quarry's infrastructure.
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Further options available upon request.



What starts with water
soluble paint is consequentlY
carried on right up to the
reduced low-emission
concept.
To accept responsibilrtY for the

environment and to think and act

accordingly cannot just mean

following the legal rules and

standards Which is why

KOMATSU does much more

than just come up to the

standard

Exhaust limit values in g 
- l4/h

according to lS0 8178

EC limit values

Actual values of the
Komatsu wheel loader

Take for rnstance the exhaust

emission readings of our WA

wheel loaders - they range far

below the legal requirements

Thus setting an example which

will set new standards. Simulta-

neously, you will have the good

feeling to demonstrate comPatt-

bility with the environment in a

positive way when seting to

work with this machine -

instead of using
"smoking monsters"
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The APS is a hydraulic system automatically
adjusting to the individual operating condi-
tions. During loading and stockpiling work,
hoth pumps are operating the hydraulic flow
rs fast ln heavy digging operation, the alter'
nating pump is switched-off so thatthe entire
power is made available as tractive power to
drive into the face. At the same time incre-
ased hydraulic pressure improves breakout.
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Environmental
thinking all
over again.
The loading hydraulic system of

the WA wheel loaders can be

operated by using bio oil which
can easily be disposed of so that

it will not become a problem

after operation

To do one thing without
giving up the other.
It doesn't make much sense to

construct a loader which is in

perfect harmony with the
environment but at the cost of

performance Little output
means having to work longer

hours to achieve one's targets
Which - in this case - would
again be a set-back Here is the

answer by KOMATSU High

engine power despite low
emission values

ï-cylinder low-emrcsron engines
offering a higher torque increase,
increased output and drastically
reduced emlssions.

WA32O-3 active

WA47O-3 active
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n KOMATSU Europe lnternational n v , Brussels

I KOMATSU HANOMAG AG, Hannover

I KOMATSU UK Ltd , Newcastle

I FAI KOMATSU INDUSTRIES, Este

I DEMAG KOMATSU GmbH, Dùsseldorf

O DISTRIBUTORS

0ualified and area
wide service.
KOMATSU provides a close-
meshed, high levelled sales and

service systern with specially

trained, experienced personnel.

You can trust that you will not
only get a qualified full-line

consulting when you choose
the KOMATSU machines
suitable for your requirements
but also a cornpetent main-

tenance and repair service by

our specialists.

Overnight spare part$
delivery.
KOMATSU distributors are

linked by cornputer to our

central stocks in Hannover and

Brussels where the majority of
spare parts is available. ïhis
network all over Europe
enables an overnight spare
parts service and reduces

down times.

Reman exchange
components increase the
value of a u$ed machine.
Reman exchange components
which are very cost
effective are originally made
by KOMATSU. All parts have

of course got the complete
KOMATSU warranty.

Preventive maintenance by
our distributors' special ists
decreases operational
costs:
. Oil wear analysis
r Undercarriage wear analysis
. Diagnosis test lor the complete

machine
. Special programme$ for wearing

parts

Komfi3U
KOMATSU HANOMAG AG
HanomagstraBe 9
D-30449 Han nover/Germa ny

Tel.: ++49 511/45 09-0
Fax: ++49 51 1 145 09-1 85
I nte rn et: http ://www. ko m ats u .co m
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The construction features shown are not relevant for all machines of the active series.
For detailed information please ask your Komatsu partner,
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